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Despite the importance of reefs and global attention from 

policymakers like the U.S. Coral Reef Task Force, we haven’t 

managed to change the trajectory for reefs

Why Do Reefs Matter?

Social Value

• 500 million people 
worldwide dependent on 
reefs for livelihood and 
food

• The coastal zone 
supports over 40% of the 
global population with the 
highest density and 
doubling rates

• Spiritual and recreational 
values, beyond tourism

Economic Value

• Shoreline stabilization, 
beaches, risk reduction 
for coastal 
investments/infrastructure

• Resource base for 
livelihoods + industries

Environmental Value

• Life support 
system/climate regulation

• Biodiversity home to 1-10 
million species, 25% of 
fish



“Coral reefs continue to deteriorate in all areas where human activities are concentrated… 
in addition… increase in sea surface temperatures resulted in extensive coral bleaching 
and mortality over large parts...” Wilkinson, C., Ed., Status of Coral Reefs of the World
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Coral Reefs: Globally in Crisis





Agenda

• Current non-traditional protection frameworks and limitations
– Market-based conservation
– Rights of Nature
– Insurance

• Market-based + Rights of Nature = Insurance for Nature?

• Discussion



Coral Reef Protection in the U.S.

• National Marine Sanctuaries 

(13)

• American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (2009)

• Multiple severe bleaching 

events

• Ongoing coral disease in 

Florida



Market-Based Strategies

• Improving environmental quality through property rights and markets

– Experimental in marine ecosystems because of “open access” 
nature of oceans as “common pool resources”

• Three core components:

– Access, Tenure Security, Enforcement

• How to create economic incentives for private investment in marine 

conservation?



⚫ Environmental goods and services are not like typical market goods

⚫ Market goods are:
– Excludable: I can keep you from breathing the air in my tank
– Rivalrous: And I need to because your consumption precludes mine
– Certain: I know when the tank is filled and when I can use it

⚫ By contrast, environmental resources are usually:
– Non-rivalrous: Consumption by one doesn’t preclude consumption 

by others
– Non-excludable: Can’t keep non-payers out (free rider)
– Uncertain: Not sure when and if consumption will occur

Challenges with Market-Based



⚫ Public Trust Doctrine – public owns the 
resource

– Rights of fishing and navigation 
included

– Private rights end at average high 
water mark

⚫ US Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) 
extends to 200 nautical miles (NM) from 
the coast

⚫ Contiguous zone of US 12-24 NM

⚫ State of Florida contiguous zone 3 NM 
(Atlantic) and 9 NM (Gulf of Mexico)

Reef Property Rights – U.S.



Reef Property Rights – International

⚫ Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

– Already uses comprehensive ocean zoning

– Has the right to charge fees to access

– Early innovator with “reef bonds” to borrow $ now based on value of 
future cash flow

⚫ Jamaica

– Beach Control Act

⚫ Bonaire

– Government has required fees to access marine park since 1990, pays 
for management of national parks

⚫ Indonesia, Fiji, Micronesia

– Historical ownership of submerged lands in some areas; more creativity 
with marine conservation tools



Policy = Conservation Potential

• Open access – tragedy of 

commons

• Reef “property rights” + 

enforcement

• Political process determines 

optimum reef protection 

(e.g. where you can/can’t 

charge fees)



Rights of Nature Framework

Nature has rights:

To exist, thrive, and evolve

Because it exists

A recognition not a granting

Changing the paradigm:

From human centric to Earth centric

From resource and property to an entity to 
be respected

Balances human and environmental needs

Addressing root cause of 
environmental destruction:

Economic system> Human systems> Natural 
systems

Humans as separate from nature



Emerging Approach: Rights of Nature

• Over 2 dozen communities across 
the U.S. and over 20 countries

• Rights for Nature and Legal 
Personhood/Entity status gaining 
traction

• Expert and organizational support 
internationally for a shift towards 
holistic approaches that balances 
both human and ecological well-
being (FAO, NOAA, UN, IUCN, 
etc.)



New Standards 

New standards for decision making that transition us to holistic and 

integrated approaches to management.

• Economic Criteria: true cost of an activity and impacts throughout its 

lifecycle; externalities and intangible values

• Governance Criteria: conservation as highest objective for 

management; rolled up scoring system favors least destructive 

activities

• Ecological Criteria: maintaining viable populations of functional 

groups, what does the Reef (not just corals) need to be healthy?



Case Study: Belize Barrier Reef

• 2011: the “living reef 

ecosystem and the services it 

provides are not the 

‘property’ of anyone”

• Action brought on behalf of 

Government as “the owner, 

custodian and guardian” of 

the Belize Barrier Reef

• Limitation of liability and 

higher award for damages; 

$11 million



Challenges with Rights of Nature

• Balancing with human rights

• Deeper systemic behavioral shift towards responsibilities

• Economic system and traditional cost benefit analysis hard 

to overcome

• What rights does Nature have and how do we implement?

• Rights of Nature means new standards, but those have largely 

been created judicially



Emerging Approach: Insurance

Mesoamerican Reef 
Insurance with Swiss 

Re, the 
Nature Conservancy, 
and the Government 

of Quintana Roo

Damage from 
hurricanes; 17% live 

coral cover lost

Parametric Insurance: 
pre-agreed amount 
paid out on triggers 

(category 4 hurricane) 
and risk transfer

Trust manages 
insurance and 

restoration projects

Builds capacity to 
repair and restore



Challenges with Insurance

• Healthier reefs have more to lose; 

degraded reefs not as useful (less 

risk)

• Most other risks are not insurable, 

e.g. water pollution and climate 

change

• "Free-riding"

• Insurance for loss to human use 

and benefit



Investigating the Viability

Combining market-based and Rights of Nature allows us to:

• Designate Coral Reef as legal entity; clear ownership and rids of 
property rights constraints

• Insurance program reinforces our responsibilities towards nature 
and protects against loss, not just human interest

• Create new management body that includes guardians to represent 
the Reefs interest and limit access based on higher standards

• Trust not only includes guardians, but creates incentives for 
proactive stewardship activities and fills the gap between 
noninsurable risks, such as GHG emissions and land-based 
pollution



Discussion

• What steps are 

necessary to pilot test 

insurance for Nature in 

areas of USCRTF 

jurisdiction?

• Do you think 'Rights 

for Reefs' can be 

possible in the U.S.? 

And why?



Seeking Your Support

• Can you introduce us to contacts that may help us advance our 

framework?

• What steps do you recommend next for us to take this approach 

forward in the U.S.?

• How could we work with the U.S. Coral Reef Task Force members to 

advance these ideas, test feasibility?

• What would you need from us in order to consider such a proposal 

that includes rights for the reef?



Thank you

Brett Howell, MBA, PMP, 

bwhowell1@gmail.com;

twitter @BrettWHowell

Michelle Bender, MELP, 

mbender@earthlaw.org;

twitter @EarthLawCenter
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